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August 4 and 5, 2017
ATCA National Show
Shipshewana, IN
Farmstead Inn

Shipshewana continues to be a great place to have a telephone
show. The Farmstead Inn is reasonable, clean, and has a friendly staff.
The set up room is well lit and has easy loading and unloading.
The Antique Show and Flea Market also hosts an annual antique
show on the grounds outside our showroom. There will be about 75
antique dealers set up in this quality show.

Please support the Shipshewana Show by not only
your presence, but also by bringing along some phones to
show, sell, or trade.......
*******************************
			
FOR SALE
1. Five repro telephone signs. $40.00 for all five.
2. Dearborn wood wall set. The transmitter is a Kellogg. All parts have
original nickle plating. The switchook is a steerhorn type. It measures 7"
wide, 5" high, and 8" long. It needs restoration and has no receiver. $50.00
3. Payphone keys. One 21B, two 29S, and three original issue three slot keys.
$40.00 for all six.
4. One Telephone Pioneers blue bell paperweight. $10.00
5. Two Telephone Pioneers Anniversary insulators. 1911-1971. One sea green
and one carnival glass. $20.00
6. One Pyrex carnival glass insulator. It is marked Corning Pyrex TM Reg.
US. Pat. Off. Made in USA and the number 662. $15.00
7. One lavender purple insulator marked Whitall Tatum Co. No1. Made in
USA. It has a chip on the top. $10.00
8. One repro thumbscrew and nut with one washer. Brass. $30.00
9. One mouth piece, no chips, original. I do not know the maker but believe it
to be a Western Electric. $15.00
10. One original yankee drill with 8 bits. It is marked Yankee No.41. North
Bros. Mfg. Co. Phila, PA. USA. Pat.Jan.25,1898. Oct.29, 1901. $15.00
11. One metal handset with push to talk button in handle. It looks like a ships
phone type???? No markings anywhere. $5.00
12. One repairman banana test probe marked Aines Manufacturing
Corporation. Ronkonkama, NY. Model SP 150 Station Man probe. $5.00
All plus shipping. More info and pics on request. Thanks for looking.
Mike Donovan 2958 ATCA.
letaphnman@yahoo.com
520-625-1608 Hm 520-262-8339 Cell
******************************

Please mail the enclosed
ballot and short survey
ASAP..... thank you

EDUCATIONAL

A Very Special Wilhelm
Telephone
By Chuck Eby #381
This article deals with a very rare
and unusual telephone with only
two instruments known to exist.
This telephone was found in
Buffalo, New York and for many
years collectors did not know the
manufacturer as there are no
markings to identify the company
who made it. Finally a letterhead
was discovered with a lithographed
image of the same phone on the
masthead. We now know the
manufacturer to be the Wilhelm
Telephone
Manufacturing
Company of Buffalo through the
letterhead and the print ad. One can
understand the dilemma on its
identification as there are no
characteristics which would point
it to the Wilhelm Company who
generally used
their
easily
identifiable double diaphragm
transmitter.

Wilhelm called this phone The
Wilhelm No. 16 Desk Telephone
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in his ads and catalog. As can be
seen, the phone is of octagonal
design, including the openings in
the switch hook The transmitter,
transmitter cup, perch, stem bolt,
base and even the shaft were
designed with an octagon shape.

Note that the receiver on this
phone does not look like the
original as seen in the lithograph.
That receiver looks similar to a
Century /Federal receiver, from a
factory in the same neighborhood as
the Wilhelm factory.
From a recent newsletter article
about the Wilhelm Company, we
know that it was founded in 1898
and ceased operations in 1913. The
advertisement shown below for this
telephone states that the company,
at the time, has been operation for
fifteen years. This seems to point to
this telephone being made near the
end of the company’s existence.
There is no evidence that it ever
went into production.

It was advertised as being “colonial
in design and a work of art crafts.”
The finish is polished bronze
which Wilhelm claimed that the
finish would improve with age,
whereas nickel plating deteriorates
in appearance after a few years of
service.

Collector speculation is that this
phone was made and hopefully sold
to wealthy executives in the high
end market. Since this instrument
seems to have been made near the
end of the company’s demise,
perhaps Wilhelm felt he could
breathe life into the company with
an infusion of money from high end
sales. This, of course, is only
speculation.
Thanks to Scott Stecker
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ADVERTISEMENTS

We hope to deliver copies of the
“new Book” (2100 pg, Revision of the 1978 wire-

bound edition) to

Shipshewanna Show, Aug 4-5.

150

Save your shipping cost and come to the show. Only
copies
will have been printed and bound. There is little likelyhood that
there will be another printing. High printing costs influence this
prediction.
About 380 companies are listed; many of these are mentioned to varying extents. The book is quite pictorial.
Thanks to about 50 of you who encouraged the printing
of this book. Thanks to Chuck who discussed the subject with me
at length, John for your encouragement and Scotty Poling for offering to share his fantastic collection of Kellogg with us.
My old wheeler-dealer instincts don’t influence the atmosphere regarding this book. The current motivation is mainly to share the information which contains a large measure of
investment.
Are you still looking for something to keep you busy in
your retirement? We still have a “shovel ready” business just
waiting for your energy.... give us a call and be your own
boss....

608 582 4124
			
Large accumulation of many styles of 1892-1980’s telephones,
parts and related, as complete inventory. Offering single items or/
and variety of quantity. No requests too small. *Most all finished
inventory including Eiffel towers for what we have invested-30%
of retail price. *Parts including nearly any/every style and color of
cloth cords and cordage, since 1972. large supply both old and
new cords including original rattlesnake cords. *Free catalog of
85 different 1892-1982 telephones. *Entire business and operation for sale. Offers welcome.
Wanted to buy: For Northern Electric and Western electric payphones: switchhooks and associated channels, 5-10-25 cent gages
for AE or NE/WE tops
Ron and Mary Knappen (ATCA # 45)
phonecoinc@aol.com 608 582 4124
www.phonecoinc.com
19813 E. Mill Rd,Galesville, WI 54630

Need Parts??? Send us your needs
and we will deliver to the
Shipshewana Show on August
4 and 5
*************************************
Jon Kolger No. 561
6906 Meade Drive
Colleyville, TX 76034
(817)-329-5262
jkolger@gte.net
			
WANTED
I need ONE more String phone / acoustic telephone
Still looking for a BLUE North Electric 7H6 Galion desk
(or wall) telephone.
Also still looking for a BLUE Western Electric 302 with
BLUE plungers dated 1941 or earlier.
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1. Five repro telephone signs. $40.00 for all five.
2. Dearborn wood wall set. The transmitter is a Kellogg. All parts
have original nickle plating. The switchook is a steerhorn type. It
measures 7” wide, 5” high, and 8” long. It needs restoration and
has no receiver. $50.00
3. Payphone keys. One 21B, two 29S, and three original issue
three slot keys. $40.00 for all six.
4. One Telephone Pioneers blue bell paperweight. $10.00
5. Two Telephone Pioneers Anniversary insulators. 1911-1971.
One sea green and one carnival glass. $20.00
6. One Pyrex carnival glass insulator. It is marked Corning Pyrex
TM Reg. US. Pat. Off. Made in USA and the number 662.
$15.00
7. One lavender purple insulator marked Whitall Tatum Co. No1.
Made in USA. It has a chip on the top. $10.00
8. One repro thumbscrew and nut with one washer. Brass.
$30.00
9. One mouth piece, no chips, original. I do not know the maker
but believe it to be a Western Electric. $15.00
10. One original yankee drill with 8 bits. It is marked Yankee
No.41. North Bros. Mfg. Co. Phila, PA. USA. Pat.Jan.25,1898.
Oct.29, 1901. $15.00
11. One metal handset with push to talk button in handle. It looks
like a ships phone type???? No markings anywhere. $5.00
12. One repairman banana test probe marked Aines Manufacturing Corporation. Ronkonkama, NY. Model SP 150 Station Man
probe. $5.00
All plus shipping. More info and pics on request. Thanks for looking.
Mike Donovan 2958 ATCA.
letaphnman@yahoo.com
520-625-1608 Hm 520-262-8339 Cell
***********************************
Mark Treutelaar
414 415 1622
emberridge@yahoo.com
			
Wanted
233G payphone single coil relays
			
For sale
2 piece payphone Gray/ AE switch hooks Price depends
on the quantity you buy Quality Bronze cast off of an original
hook.Even the switch bumpers are same
AE multi tool (Tool has many uses. Exactly like the original . try to tell them apart)
**********************
			 WANTED
W.E. items: AUTOVON Card Dialer cards and AUTOVON
phones; RED 680A Speakerphone transmitter; G4 handset with
shoulder-rest in pink, gray, blue, turquoise or ivory; any Card Dialer in pink, turquoise, yellow or blue; any keyset or Call Director
in pink, gray or turquoise; 247A KTU; 259B KTU. Thanks! David
Friedman, (310) 837-3089 or mommabirdie@netzero.net
			FOR SALE
Package of 20 NOS Western Electric Card Dialer cards.
Will work in all standard rotary and Touchtone Card Dialers. Not
many left, so get ‘em while you can! $29.99 (previous ad price
obsolete), which includes shipping to any U.S.
David Friedman, 		 (310) 837-3089
mommabirdie@netzero.net
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			 Wanted
Chipped, cracked or damaged mouthpieces and receiver
caps. I am looking to purchase damaged, chipped and cracked
early telephone mouthpieces and bi-polar receiver caps. I can
only use them if the threads are still good. If the threads are
functional I will pay two dollars each, or you send me four
mouthpieces and I will send you back one repaired. I will also
buy repairable receiver shells with good threads for one dollar
each.
I will trade these items, send me 4 broken parts and I
will send back one repaired part.
I can repair most black bakelite telephone parts if they
are black, $6 and up depending on item and/or damage.
		
Lynn G Graves
		
5700 Xenon Ct.
		
Arvada, CO 80002-1314
		303-431-1615
		lggraves57@msn.com
**********************************
			 Wanted
Single bell tap extension bells and bell tap telephones.
John Dresser #406
22584 Veronica Dr.
Salinas, CA 93908
Fjdress@pacbell.net
*********************************
			 Wanted
WE condenser approximately 4 1/4” x 8 7/8” X 5/8”. It
has two terminals at one end. I also need a Western Electric
transmitter back cup lug and a nickel plated thumb nut assembly
for a 20B candlestick. Thank you!
John Andrews #1450
andrewsjwa@aol.com or 719 488-1150

			
Wanted To Buy
Looking for scrap relays, KTS line cards, what have
you? Can be rusted, etc.
		
Steve Hilsz
		(928) 859-3595
		jydsk@tds.net
AND still repairing dials ....... only 6 dollars each plus parts and
shipping.....
*************************
			 For Sale
Graybar Paystation with manual nickel plated WE stick
phone $850.00 plus $65.00 for shipping
Payphone coin door lock no Key $25.00
Ekkehart Willms 650 571 9070
ampw@pacbell.net
******************
		 Telephone Ring Generator
		
Regular: 79.95    ATCA: 64.95
I make these primarily for the theatrical industry, but
now and then someone will buy one to use with telephone “stuff”.
It can be very handy for testing, and also for demonstration ringing of vintage phones, and probably a few uses I haven’t thought
of.
The output is about 80 volts AC at 20 Hz and REN is
about three. There is a choice of battery or AC plug in models.
The battery unit uses two 9 volt batteries that will last about 2000
two second rings. Both models bring the push button leads out to
the Y/BK pair, so you can remotely activate the generator. Dimensions are 5” x 3” x 1.25”.

***************************

			
DESPERATE... almost

In an effort to obtain a good transmitter cap to complete
a green 302, I am willing to buy either a handset or a complete
(junker) telephone, depending on the price. Please let me know if
you can help me out. What do you have?
What do you want for it? Please forward photos. Thanks in
advance!
		Bill Lynch
		ATCA #1738

I also make two adapters for the ring generator: (You can
use one or both)
1. Cadence Adapter that gives an automatic, programmable ring cadence.
2. Wireless Adapter that allows you to operate the ring
generator (or cadence adapter) with a small remote button.

		mrunivac@GMAIL.COM

*******************************
			“WANTED
PRE-1921 BELL PHONE PORCELAIN SIGNS AND
INDEPENDENT MULTI COLOR SIGNS IN VERY NICE TO
EXCELLENT CONDITION.
PREMIUM PRICES FOR SUPERIOR ITEMS
		
Robert FarberATCA 4685, TCI
		mannyfa3@gmail.com
		
c609 335 4387

If interested, please email to:
Dennis Everson, clseller83@yahoo.com
**********************
Strowger Switch Hook Arm Wanted, 4 1/4” long
Will purchase or trade, contact Bob Hugh.
bobhugh@shaw.ca or call 780 987 2006

***************************

Please send in your show registrations ASAP
JULY 2017
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Automatic Electric Monophone Type 1
Introduction – 1925

By Jack Ryan

Automatic Electric (AE) introduced the Monophone
at the United States Independent Telephone Association Convention at the Hotel Sherman in Chicago,
October 13th to the 16th, 1925. The word Monophone
referred to the newly developed Bakelite handset and
appears to have been borrowed from the French who
already used that word to describe their own handset.
Prior to this date, few handsets were used in the USA
and those that were, were mostly of the Ericsson
type.

Monophone Desk Set No. 1 (AE 1)

On its introduction, the Monophone (handset) was
contrasted with the older handsets [Ref 1]:
The most noticeable outward indication of the
care and thought which have been used in its
design is the attractive appearance of the Monophone. Formed of moulded Bakelite, the case is
so shaped that, while it is unusually pleasing to
the eye, it has no projections to break off or catch
on the rest when lifting or replacing. The lustrous
black finish of the Bakelite is relieved at either end
by nickel bands placed around the transmitter and
receiver shells.

Monophone Desk Set No. 1 Manual (AE 5)

The original Monophone with nickel plated rings and slotted
transmitter cap

Several telephones were introduced to work with the
Monophone – Monophone Desk Set No. 1 (referred
to as the AE 1), Monophone Desk Set No. 1 Manual
(later referred to as the AE 5), Monophone Desk Set
No. 2 (referred to as the AE 2) and the Monophone
Bedside Set (later referred to as the AE 4).
The subject of this article is the AE 1, its introduction and its subsequent development. As a “first”
and being an attractive telephone, the AE 1 is sought
after by collectors and as the supply is low and the
demand relatively high, there are reproductions to
tempt the unwary buyer. The best defence is knowledge and it is hoped that the information presented
here will help in that regard.
Page 16
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Monophone Desk Set No. 2 (AE 2)

Monophone Bedside Set (AE 4)
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The AE 1 and the updated AE 1-A spanned two decades and during that time there were many internal
changes that can’t possibly be covered here. The
hook switch, details of the circuit and the transmitter and receiver elements are just a few. Many older
telephones have been updated during their service
life so it is unlikely that a fully original telephone
would ever be found. What is covered here is enough
to be able to identify the basic telephone and to identify something that “isn’t quite right”.

The 1925 AE 1

with the usual type of ringer box mounted separately.” [Ref 1]. In 1925 there were no AE anti-sidetone
telephones and they only made sidetone subsets
(bellsets) and extension bells.
The metal cradle of the AE 1 is made of phosphor
bronze.
The shape of the dial cut out in the base, which is
identical to that in the AE 21 desk stand, is designed
to accommodate the standard dial at that time; the
Type 23 dial with its rear fastened finger stop. When
a Type 23 dial is mounted on this type of base, only
the finger wheel stands clear of the base with the
case of the dial inside the base of the telephone. In
other words, the Type 23 dial flush mounts on this
base. By contrast, the later Type 24 dial surface
mounts where the case of the dial is outside the body
of the telephone.

Base fitted with Type 24 dial showing the “surface” mounting.

Although not the original patent for the AE 1, this
patent shares its drawings and they show a tall metal
cradle and a sidetone circuit. The body looks to be
metal and this is supported by the statement “The
base of this stand is identical inside and out with that
of the Type 2l desk telephone except that a protective rubber footing is used in place of the usual felt
covering.” [Ref 1]. In 1925, the base of the AE 21
desk stand was made of brass.
The sidetone circuit shown in the patent is supported
by the statement “The No. 1 type is designed for use

JULY 2017

AE 21 base with Type 23 dial showing the “flush” mounting.

The 1926 AE 1
In early 1926 the AE 1 was updated with a Bakelite
body and an anti-sidetone circuit [Ref 2, 3 & 4]. This
was AE’s first anti sidetone circuit and possibly the
first anywhere. Two different anti-sidetone circuits
were introduced; one was a conventional booster cirPage 17
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cuit that used a three winding induction coil and the
other used a series circuit with a tapped receiver coil
acting as an induction coil that AE called an induction coil receiver. The latter circuit was useful when
replacing a series circuit desk stand (candlestick)
such as an AE 21 with a Monophone – the combination of the original subset and the new Monophone
resulted in an anti-sidetone installation. When using
the induction coil receiver, the telephone was referred to as the AE 11.

The new Bakelite body was designed to accommodate the newly released Type 24 dial which again
was surface mounted. The AE 2 was introduced with
a Bakelite body and a Type 23 dial. It is reasonable
to assume that unlike the new AE 1 Bakelite body,
the original AE 2 Bakelite body had cutouts for the
Type 23 dial finger stop. This is suggested by the AE
2 design patent drawings (US Des 68929 of 1925).

AE Bulletin 1009 - Strowger Automatic Telephone Systems
of October 1926 (French) shows the use of the new surface
mounted Type 24 dial.

The 1928 AE 1-A
Automatic Telephone Volume 16 of September 1928
contained the exciting news of the release of the improved AE 1-A. Here is the headline from that issue.
Page 18
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The new telephone had a shortened phosphor bronze
cradle neck which retained the central hook switch
plunger. The Bakelite case was re-designed so that
the Type 24 dial could be inset or flush mounted.
As the headline states, this resulted in a much more
compact and streamlined telephone.

The new AE 1-A looks good in any room and with light weight
one handed operation, answering the telephone won’t even
interrupt a good book

The AE 11-A was released at the same time. It was
physically identical to the AE 1-A but used the
induction coil receiver of the AE 11. The AE 5 was
also updated with a shorter cradle and became the
AE 5-A.

7
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Advertisement for the new Monophones – from Automatic Telephone in 1928

JULY 2017
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Coloured Monophones and new trim introduced in 1929

Sometime prior to the release of the AE 1-A, the
handset was updated. The transmitter cap lost the
slats and was made larger and the nickel plated rings
became an option.

Introduction of Colours - 1929
In mid-1929 [Ref 5], soon after the introduction of
the AE 1-A, a range of colours and alternative trims
were introduced.
The coloured telephones were made from Durez, had
a recessed Type 24 dial and a short metal cradle. The
metal cradle, the rings of the handset, the dial finger
wheel and the fingerstop were finished in chromium
or satin gold plate.
By 1931, coloured plastic cradles had become available. These Monophones were available in a range
of colours: Old Ivory, Royal Blue, Orchid, Maroon,
Chinese Red, Jade Green, Nile Green, Mahogany,
Walnut and Black. The Mahogany and Walnut finishes simulated the appearance of the natural woods.
Ringer boxes were furnished in black only.

or the handset to determine the original colour. In
addition, many of the coloured plastic cradles have
broken having become brittle over time.

Other Changes and Options
Even though Bakelite had replaced the metal body
and cradle, metal versions remained an option. The
optional metal body differed from the original metal
body in that it had a recess so that the Type 24 dial
could be mounted flush as it is in the Bakelite body.
By 1934, an additional spring had been added to
the hook switch. The purpose was likely to reduce
acoustic shock (loud clicking in the receiver). The
basic anti-sidetone circuit remained unchanged.

Obsolescence? - 1934
In 1934 the AE 34A3 was released but the small size
and light weight of the AE 1-A meant that there was
still a demand for it. The Type 1-A Monophone was
subsequently in service for well over a decade alongside the AE 34 and then the AE 40.

Today, many of these coloured Monophones have
faded badly and it is often necessary to open the case
Page 20
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Monophones in other Countries
The original Monophones of 1925, including the AE
1, were resold by international agents and subsidiaries of Automatic Electric. They appeared in the ATM
Mine Telephones and Signalling Apparatus Catalogue of 1928 in the UK [Ref 6]. They also appeared
in AE Bulletin 1009 of 1926 [Ref 4] which was
printed in French. This bulletin was not intended for
any particular French speaking market but it is worth
noting that it was also 1926 that ATEA in Belgium
became a part of the Automatic Electric group.
The international markets seem to have been disappointed with the 1928 release of the AE 1-A and
created their own versions.

ATM in the UK

ATM version of the AE 1-A (CB version)

Also available was a “T-bar” plunger closer in design to other
British telephones such as the Tele 162.

ATEA in Belgium
ATEA initially made an auto telephone based on
the AE 5-A. Provision was added for a dial and an
anti-sidetone induction coil.

ATEA’s AE 5-A derived telephone

ATM created a telephone based on the new AE 1-A
but with a British Microtelephone (handset) and a
slightly higher case so that an anti-sidetone transformer could be mounted inside it. The result was a
telephone electrically identical to the BPO Tele No
162 and required a Bellset No 1 to complete it.
Note the
anti-sidetone
transformer in
the base. This
worked with
the induction
coil in the
Bellset No
1 to create an anti-sidetone circuit. The circuit was
updated when the BPO 232 was released with an
equivalent anti-sidetone induction coil.

Inside is an anti-sidetone induction coil

Automatic Electric style cradle plate of the ATM telephone.

Cradle plate of the ATEA telephone

JULY 2017
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The red telephone
is a high quality
reproduction of
an AE 1 but is not
accurate in that
the AE 1 was not
made in red, had
no chromed parts,
did not have a plated cradle or dial,
had no recess for
a Type 24 dial and
did not have an Extensicord (stretchy
cord) fitted.

Cradle plate of an ATEA telephone found in Australia

The black telephone appears
to be an AE 1-A
with a chromed
reproduction AE
1 cradle. Again,
the cradle and
dial should not be
chrome plated and
the dial should not
be recessed.

Subsequent to the AE 5-A variant, ATEA produced
the same telephone as ATM except with an ATEA
handset. It was the ATEA model A 1078.

Autelco in Italy
Automatic Electric appointed a sales representative
in Italy in 1926 and a sales office in Milan in 1927
but it was not until 1937 that a manufacturing arm
was established when Societa Anonima Telefone
e Apparacchi di Precisione (S.A.T.A.P.), in Milan,
became a part of Automatic Electric to be known as
Autelco Mediterranea S.A.T.A.P.

Autelco Monophone from about 1940 with AE Type 41 handset

Cradle plate of the Autelco telephone

Reproductions
There are many reproductions of the AE 1 and AE
1-A ranging from fairly cheap assemblies of mismatched parts to professional works of art.
Page 22
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Finally, the brass
telephone is a very
basic reproduction.
The dial is original, the other parts
are reproduction
parts. The base is
Reproduction AE 1
a reproduction WE
Image supplied by John Huckeby 51-AL candlestick
telephone base. Across the front of the base is written the 51-AL patent dates.
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			FOR SALE
Rotary Dial Telephones
WE 500: Black Ivory, Pink, Beige, Blue, White, Yellow; WE 502:
Black w/Exclusion key; WE 554: Black, Beige, Yellow; WE
Trimline: Black, Beige, Blue, Ivory, White; WE Princess: White,
Beige, Yellow; ITT 500 & 554: Beige; AE Starlite Wall: Yellow;
AE 80: Green; SC 1600W Petite: Pink; Kellogg/ITT Desk:
Ivory.
Touchtone Telephones
WE 2554: Yellow; WE Trimline Wall: Black, Red; ITT 2554:
Black, Ivory.
Please email for further details, photos, and prices.
Carol Larsen #1072
clarsensd@gmail.com
505-944-6767
*******************
Mark Treutelaar
414 425 1622 Emberridge@yahoo.com
For sale ....only $4 each
		
102 Bottom screws Exactly like the original in
Stainless Steel
202 bottom screws Exactly like the original Stainless
steel
WANTED 3 SLOT Payphone steel corner bracket for phone
booths
For sale Gray/ Western 2 piece payphone receiver hooks
Still on sale for $29.99
AE 3 slot payphone Chrome handset hooks. Look exactly like the original
Taking pre orders Samples will be here soon

			 WANTED
Western Electric old style button Call Directors (including key strips), Card Dialers, Call-a-matic dialers and Autovon
Equipment.
		
JKL Museum of Telephony
		 JKLcollection@jklmuseum.com
		
(209) 755-4949
		
web site www.jklmuseum.com
*******************************************
			 WANTED
2 North Electric mags
4 North terminals (top Loader)
2 North ringer and mounting screws
2 North Crank handle
Baird Magneto and mounting screws
Baird Curved hook and switch assembly
Baird receiver
Also, always looking to buy a North Electric Top
Loader complete phone.
Greg Kouba #3483 Victoria, Texas
512-988-7103
			greg.kouba@yahoo.com
******************************

The set up room is filling fast.... please send in your
registration ASAP
It is on the insert in this newseltter

